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DESY 06-205, MPP-2006-151How robust are ination model and dark matter onstraints from osmologial data?Jan Hamann,1 Steen Hannestad,2 Martin S. Sloth,2 and Yvonne Y. Y. Wong31Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestrasse 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany2Department of Physis and Astronomy, University of Aarhus, Ny Munkegade, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark3Max-Plank-Institut f�ur Physik (Werner-Heisenberg-Institut), F�ohringer Ring 6, 80805 M�unhen, Germany(Dated: November 30, 2006)High-preision data from observation of the osmi mirowave bakground and the large salestruture of the universe provide very tight onstraints on the e�etive parameters that desribeosmologial ination. Indeed, within a onstrained lass of �CDM models, the simple ��4 haotiination model already appears to be ruled out by osmologial data. In this paper, we omputeonstraints on inationary parameters within a more general framework that inludes other phys-ially motivated parameters suh as a nonzero neutrino mass. We �nd that a strong degeneraybetween the tensor-to-salar ratio r and the neutrino mass prevents ��4 from being exluded bypresent data. Reversing the argument, if ��4 is the orret model of ination, it predits a sum ofneutrino masses at 0:3 ! 0:5 eV, a range ompatible with present experimental limits and withinthe reah of the next generation of neutrino mass measurements. We also disuss the assoiatedonstraints on the dark matter density, the dark energy equation of state, and spatial urvature,and show that the allowed regions are signi�antly altered. Importantly, we �nd an allowed rangeof 0:094 < 
h2 < 0:136 for the dark matter density, a fator of two larger than that reported inprevious studies. This expanded parameter spae may have impliations for onstraints on SUSYdark matter models.I. INTRODUCTIONThe past few years have seen a dramati inrease inthe preision of osmologial data, ranging from mea-surements of the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB)anisotropies by the Wilkinson Mirowave AnisotropyProbe (WMAP) satellite [1, 2, 3℄ and the large salestruture (LSS) of the universe by the Sloan Digital SkySurvey (SDSS) [4, 5℄, to the observation of distant typeIa supernovae (SNIa) [6℄. All these measurements pointto the so-alled onordane model of osmology, whereinthe physial parameters are the baryon density 
b, thematter density 
m, the dark energy density 
�, and thepresent Hubble expansion rate H0. The model geometryis at so that 
� = 1�
m, and the initial perturbationsare assumed to be adiabati and Gaussian, with a powerlaw spetrum desribed by a spetral index ns and anamplitude As. Together with the optial depth parame-ter � , this six-parameter \vanilla" model provides a good�t to all observational data to date.A ommon assumption in osmologial parameter es-timation is that one an always improve a �t marginallyby inluding extra free parameters. This assumption hasled to the adoption by many authors of the Oam's ra-zor approah, in whih an extra parameter is retainedonly if by its inlusion the goodness-of-�t of the model issubstantially improved. Indeed, the suess of the vanillamodel is rooted in the fat that, given the urrent data,no addition of a single extra parameter produes a �2value that is signi�antly lower.However, there are many more physially well mo-tivated parameters beyond the vanilla model. Indeed,some of these, suh as a nonzero neutrino mass, areknown to be present. In suh ases, a blind enforementof Oam's rule an lead to signi�ant underestimation

of parameter errors, as well as bias in the parameter es-timates. One well-known example is the interplay be-tween the dark energy equation of state and the neu-trino mass [7, 8, 9℄. When the dark energy equation ofstate is allowed to vary, the neutrino mass bound is re-laxed by almost a fator of three if only CMB and LSSpower spetrum information is used. Conversely, by im-posing a prior on the neutrino masses aording to theHeidelberg{Mosow laims [10, 11, 12℄, referene [8℄ �ndsthat a osmologial onstant is ruled out at more than95 % C.L. by CMB+LSS+SNIa data.One ould argue that parameter estimation oupledwith Oam's rule is a \bottom-up" approah, for whiha full Bayesian analysis omplete with Bayes fator alu-lations may also be appropriate [13, 14℄. However, if one'saim is to exlude spei� models, then a more onserva-tive approah that takes into aount possible degenera-ies between the \standard" and the \new" parameters iswarranted. Suh a \top-down" approah does not nees-sarily imply a derease in the preditability of the model.In fat, we will show that given the present osmologialdata, a nonvanishing neutrino mass ould be viewed as apredition of the ��4 inationary model. We argue thatwhen onstraining or exluding spei� theoretial mod-els, one should in priniple allow for unertainties in allphysially well-motivated parameters, even if they havea priori no diret link to the models onerned. If, forinstane, it turns out later that the universe is indeedomposed of a nonvanishing neutrino fration, it wouldbe ounterprodutive to have already disarded a modelof ination that predits this outome.In the present work, we investigate in this spirit howparameter onstraints hange when the parameter esti-mation analysis is performed within a muh more generalmodel framework. In priniple there are some twenty



2or more parameters that ould inuene osmology, al-though the preision of the present data is not yet suÆ-ient to probe some of them (e.g., the primordial heliumfration and the e�etive sound speed of dark energy).Here, we fous on a 11-parameter model outlined below.A. The modelWe test a general 11-parameter model spae onsistingof � = (!; !b; f� ;
k; w;H0; ns; r; �s; �; As): (1)The vanilla model is de�ned by f� = 
k = r = �s = 0,and w = �1. In addition, we marginalise over a nuisaneparameter b whih desribes the relative bias between theobserved galaxy power spetrum Pg(k) and the underly-ing dark matter spetrum P(k) via P(k) = b2Pg(k).Three di�erent parameter sets will be onsidered inthis work:� Set A: All 11 parameters.� Set B: A 10-parameter set with 
k = 0. This pa-rameter set overs all standard inationary models� Set C: A 9-parameter set with 
k = �s = 0. Thisredued set orresponds to the large subset of thezoo of inationary models that predit negligiblerunning, inluding large �eld haoti ination mod-els [18℄. 1. Matter ontentWe assume the matter ontent to be spei�ed by thefollowing parameters: the urvature 
k = 1� 
m � 
�,the physial dark matter density ! = 
h2, the baryondensity !b = 
bh2, the neutrino fration f� = 
�=
,and the dark energy equation of state parameter w.Other parameters not inluded here, but whih ouldhave an observable e�et, inlude a time-dependent darkenergy equation of state, nonstandard interations in anyof the dark setors (old dark matter, neutrinos, or darkenergy), et. We mention this as a aution that while ourparameter spae is muh larger than that normally usedin parameter estimation analyses, it is not neessarilyomplete. 2. Initial onditionsThe initial onditions for struture formation are as-sumed to be set by ination, haraterised by salar andtensor utuations with amplitude As and At = rAs re-spetively. Eah omponent is spei�ed by a spetralindex ns or nt, and the inationary onsisteny relation

FIG. 1: Two-dimensional 68 % and 95 % C.L. ontours for theinationary parameters ns, r, and �s, using the full data setand parameter set B, and marginalised over the other (10�2)parameters.requires that nt � �r=8. However, the preision of ur-rent data is not yet at a level where a violation of theonsisteny relation an be tested. This also means thatwhile the running parameter �s should be inluded forthe salar spetrum, the inlusion of its tensor ounter-part �t would have no e�et. This set of initial param-eters enompasses all standard inationary models, butnot models with features from potential steps, partile
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FIG. 2: Degeneraies between r and f� ; w for the full data setand parameter set B, marginalised over (10 � 2) parameters.prodution, et. during ination. We de�ne �s at thepivot sale k = 0:002 Mp�1, in onordane with mostreent analyses.Note that an alternative approah would be to performthe analysis diretly in terms of the slow-roll parametersinstead of the observables ns, �s, and r [15, 16, 17℄. Par-tiularly for models where �s is not negligible this anlead to somewhat di�erent results. However, in modelswith small �s, suh as haoti ination, the results areidential. II. DATA ANALYSISCosmi mirowave bakground (CMB) We use CMBdata from the WMAP experiment after three years ofobservation [1, 2, 3℄. The data analysis is performedusing the likelihood alulation pakage provided by theWMAP team on the LAMBDA homepage [19℄.Large sale struture (LSS) The large sale struturepower spetrum of luminous red galaxies (LRG) has beenmeasured by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Weuse the same analysis tehnique on this data set as advo-ated by the SDSS team [4, 5℄, with analyti marginal-

TABLE I: The 95 % C.L. allowed ranges for ns, r and �s forparameter set B, marginalised over the other (10� 1) param-eters.Parameter WMAP+SDSS Full data setns 0:97! 1:35 0:98! 1:28r 0! 1:05 0! 0:81�s �0:140! �0:005 �0:135! �0:004isation over the bias b and the nonlinear orretion pa-rameter Qnl.Baryon aousti osillations (BAO) In addition tothe power spetrum data we use the measurement ofbaryon aousti osillations in the two-point orrelationfuntion [20℄. The analysis is performed following theproedure desribed in [20, 21℄ (see also [22℄), inludinganalyti marginalisation over the bias b, and nonlinearorretions with the HALOFIT [23℄ pakage.Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) We use the luminositydistane measurements of distant type Ia supernovae pro-vided by the Supernova Legay Survey (SNLS) [6℄.Lyman-� forest We do not inlude data from theLyman-� forest in our analysis. These data were usedin some previous studies that found very strong boundson various osmologial parameters [24℄. However, thestrength of these bounds is due mainly to the fat that theLyman-� analysis used in [24℄ leads to a muh higher nor-malisation of the small-sale power spetrum than thatobtained from the WMAP data. Other analyses of thesame SDSS Lyman-� data �nd a lower normalisation,in better agreement with the WMAP result [25, 26, 27℄.This kind of disrepany between di�erent analyses of thesame data probably points to unresolved systemati is-sues, and for this reason we prefer to disard the Lyman-� data entirely.For a large part of our analysis we use two di�erentombinations of data sets, one onsisting of WMAP andSDSS data only, and one whih uses in addition data fromSNIa (SNLS) and BAO. The latter ase is sometimesreferred to as \the full data set".We perform the data analysis using the publily avail-able CosmoMC pakage [28, 29℄, modi�ed to inlude theBAO likelihood alulations.III. RESULTSA. Inationary parametersAlmost all inationary models predit 
k to be zero.This predition is also supported by our analysis of pa-rameter set A (see Se. III D). Therefore, in this setion,we will work with the redued 10-parameter set B, inwhih 
k is already �xed at zero. Figure 1 shows the 2Dlikelihood ontours for the parameters ns; r and �s usingthe full data set and parameter set B. These ontours are
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FIG. 3: Two-dimensional 68 % and 95 % C.L. ontours for nsand r, using parameter set C (onsistent with preditions ofhaoti ination), and marginalised over (9 � 2) parameters.The upper panel uses WMAP+SDSS data and the lower thefull data set. The two short blak/solid lines with boxes atthe ends orrespond to preditions of ��4 (top left) and m2�2models of ination, with 46 to 60 e-foldings (left to right).obtained by marginalising over the other (10�2) param-eters not shown in the plot.Figure 1 should be ompared with, e.g., Figs. 2 and 3of Kinney et al. [30℄, whih use data from WMAP andSDSS, and a parameter set similar to our set B but withf� and w �xed at 0 and �1 respetively. The ompar-ison reveals that the two sets of likelihood ontours areroughly similar, but with one important exeption: theallowed range for the tensor-to-salar ratio r in our aseis muh larger even in the light of additional data!In order to understand this e�et we plot in Fig. 2 the2D likelihood ontours for r and our additional parame-ters f� and w. Interestingly, a substantial degeneray ex-ists between r and the neutrino fration f� , whih in turnallows r to extend to muh higher values. Table I displaysthe 1D 95 % C.L. allowed ranges for ns, r, and �s, as-suming parameter set B and using both WMAP+SDSSonly and the full data set.

B. Chaoti inationSingle �eld ination models with polynomial potentialsgenerally predit negligible running. These models arethus represented by our 9-parameter set C in whih �s =0. The orresponding 2D likelihood ontours for ns andr, marginalised over the other (9 � 2) parameters, areshown in Fig. 3.Figure 3 should be ompared with Fig. 4 of Kinney etal. [30℄, with Fig. 14 of Spergel et al. [1℄, and with Fig. 19of Tegmark et al. [4℄ (see also [31℄). In all ases ourWMAP+SDSS ontours enompass a markedly larger re-gion. In partiular, even with the inlusion of SNIa andBAO data, we �nd that the simplest ��4 model is still al-lowed by data, ontrary to the onlusions of [1, 4, 30, 31℄.We note that the endpoints of the model lines in Fig. 3orrespond to 46 and 60 e-foldings respetively.1 Inter-

FIG. 4: Degeneraies between between r and f� ; w for thefull data set and parameter set C, marginalised over (9 � 2)parameters.1 When taking into aount one-loop e�ets in the haoti ina-tionary senario, the model lines in this plot may atually besmeared at the perent level [32℄.



5TABLE II: The 1D marginalised 95 % C.L. allowed ranges for ns and r for parameter set C and its subsets.Parameter set Data set ns rC WMAP+SDSS 0:927! 1:038 0! 0:51C WMAP+SDSS+SNLS+BAO 0:932! 1:018 0! 0:41C WMAP+SDSSlin+SNLS+BAO 0:931! 1:025 0! 0:47C, w �xed WMAP+SDSS+SNLS+BAO 0:933! 1:019 0! 0:40C, w; f� �xed WMAP+SDSS 0:931! 1:011 0! 0:31C, w; f� �xed WMAP+SDSS+SNLS+BAO 0:931! 1:010 0! 0:30

FIG. 5: Two-dimensional marginalised onstraints on ns andr for the parameter set C, but with the restrition w = �1.estingly, ��4 is ompatible with data only if the numberof e-foldings is relatively large, or equivalently, if the re-heating temperature is high [33, 34℄.Again, the explanation for our enlarged ns; r allowedregion lies in our expanded model parameter spae. InFig. 4, we see that the degeneray between r and f� en-ountered earlier in parameter set B is present also inparameter set C, albeit to a smaller extent. If a neu-trino fration of 0:03 ! 0:05 is allowed (orrespondingroughly to Pm� � 0:3! 0:5 eV), new parameter spaeopens up for ns and r. We note in passing that the on-verse is not true. Allowing r to run does not hange theupper bound on the neutrino mass signi�antly. Inter-estingly, this f� ; r degeneray also means that ��4 in itssimplest form predits quasi-degenerate neutrino masseswith a sum in the 0:3! 0:5 eV range. This range is om-patible with present laboratory limits from tritium betadeay experiments, m� < 2:2 eV [35, 36℄, as well as thelaimed detetion of neutrinoless double beta deay, andhene detetion of the e�etive eletron neutrino massmee = ���Pj U2ejm�j ��� at 0:1! 0:9 eV , by the Heidelberg{Mosow experiment [10, 11, 12℄. The upoming tritiumbeta deay experiment KATRIN will also probe neutrinomasses to a omparable level of preision [37℄.Also of interest is the ase of a �xed dark energy equa-

tion of state w. Figure 5 shows the equivalent of the lowerpanel of Fig. 3 (full data set and parameter set C), butwith the additional restrition w = �1. Clearly, thereis very little di�erene between Figs. 3 and 5, sine theombination of SNIa and BAO data e�etively �xes w to�1 in the former ase, as shown in Fig. 4.As a onsisteny hek we present in Fig. 6 also the2D onstraints on ns; r for the vanilla model with oneextra parameter r, i.e., the same model analysed in [1,4, 30℄. The general shapes of the ontours in this �gureare almost idential to those in Fig. 19 in Tegmark et al.[4℄ whih uses the same data sets. In addition, we �nd a1D 95 % C.L. upper bound of r < 0:31, while Tegmarket al. report an almost idential r < 0:33. Kinney et al.also found r < 0:31 for the same vanilla+r model [30℄,but from a ombination of WMAP and the SDSS maingalaxy samples (as opposed to SDSS LRG used in thiswork and in [4℄). For omparison [38℄ found r < 0:26 foran analysis of WMAP and 2dF.Using additional data from the Lyman-� forest, Sel-jak et al. [24℄ derived an even stronger upper bound,r < 0:22, for the same model spae. The reason for theimprovement is a degeneray between r and �8, suh thata higher value of r leads to a smaller preferred value of�8. Sine the Lyman-� data used in [24℄ prefer a highvalue of �8, a small r value is orrespondingly favoured.In fat, from a parameter �tting point of view, a nega-tive r would be even better. All these onspire to givea muh stronger upper bound on r. However, as notedin Se. II, this phenomenon likely points to a systematiunertainty in the Lyman-� normalisation, rather than agenuinely strong onstraint on r.Finally, we stress again that the di�erene betweenthe allowed ns; r regions in Figs. 3 and 6 lies in a de-generay between r and the neutrino fration f� . Itshould also be noted that the addition of SNIa and BAOdata has very little impat on the vanilla+r model, be-ause no strong parameter degeneraies are present in theWMAP+SDSS data. With SNIa and BAO inluded we�nd a 1D 95 % C.L. bound of r < 0:30, instead of 0:31for WMAP+SDSS alone.



6C. The e�et of non-linearitySo far we have used exatly the same analysis teh-nique as the SDSS team when treating the LRG data.However, beyond a wavenumber of approximately k �0:06 ! 0:07 h Mp�1, nonlinear e�ets begin to dom-inate the matter spetrum (see, for instane, Fig. 9 of[4℄). To test whether or not our results are subjet tothese e�ets, we perform the same analysis as in Fig. 3,but retain data only up to k � 0:06 h Mp�1 (band 11).We all this redued data set SDSSlin, and the result isshown in Fig. 7. Using only the linear part of the powerspetrum data has no bearing on our onlusions. Infat, the 2D allowed region in ns; r for parameter set Cis only a�eted in the region where ns > 1. The SDSSdata probes ns more preisely when all data points areinluded, and this in turn leads to a trunation of theallowed region at high ns.Table II summarises the 1D marginalised onstraintson ns and r for parameter set C and its subsets.

FIG. 6: Two-dimensional marginalised ontours for thevanilla+r parameter spae, for both WMAP+SDSS only (up-per panel) and the full data set (lower panel).

FIG. 7: Two-dimensional marginalised onstraints on ns andr for parameter set C. Only the linear part of the SDSS powerspetrum has been used.D. Dark matter and dark energyIn order to derive robust bounds on the physial darkmatter and dark energy properties, all other plausibleparameters should be allowed to vary. With respetto the initial onditions this is almost impossible sinethe most general inationary models do not neessar-ily give smooth, power law-like spetra. Instead, theprimordial power spetrum an have various features[39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45℄ (see also [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51℄for more observationally oriented disussions), whih maybias estimates of parameters and their errors. Here wepresent just a small step towards dark matter and darkenergy parameter estimation in the ontext of more gen-eral models.The physial dark matter density 
h2 is a ruialinput in dark matter model building. A prime ex-ample of this is models with low energy SUSY wherethe dark matter partile is usually either the neutralinoor the gravitino. Large regions in parameter spae inthese models have been exluded by the fat that thepredited dark matter density is too high or too low[52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62℄.In the vanilla model 
h2 is a very well onstrainedquantity, with WMAP+SDSS giving a 68 % C.L. limitof 
h2 = 0:1050+0:0041�0:0040 [4℄. This orresponds to a rel-ative unertainty of �(
h2)=
h2 ' 0:04. The SDSSollaboration also provide bounds on 
h2 in extendedmodels in whih one additional parameter is added tothe vanilla parameter set [4℄. In most ases the boundon 
h2 does not hange signi�antly. However, when ei-ther 
k or w is allowed to vary, �(
h2)=
h2 inreasesto about 0:06 [4℄.We have taken this investigation further by alulat-ing the bound on 
h2 for our various parameter anddata sets. In Fig. 8 we show the joint 2D marginalised



7onstraints on 
h2 and w for three di�erent ases usingparameter sets B and C. If only WMAP and SDSS dataare used, a very strong degeneray between 
h2 and wweakens the bounds on both parameters. This degener-ay is broken when SNIa and BAO are inluded (as isalso the ase with the degeneray between f� and w),yielding strong onstraints on both parameters.When spatial urvature is also allowed to vary, thebound on 
h2 does hange onsiderably. Figure 9 showsthe 2D marginalised ontours for 
h2;
k and w, us-

FIG. 8: Two-dimensional marginalised 68 % and 95 % C.L.ontours for 
h2 and w, using various parameter and datasets. Top: Parameter set B, WMAP+SDSS. Middle: Param-eter set B, the full data set. Bottom: Parameter set B with�s = 0 (i.e., parameter set C), the full data set.

ing parameter set A and the full data set. Here we �nd�(
h2)=
h2 ' 0:1, so that 0:094 < 
h2 < 0:136,�0:022 < 
k < 0:026, and �1:19 < w < �0:88 (1D at95 % C.L.). It is interesting to ompare our more generalonstraints on 
k with that given by the SDSS ollab-oration from a vanilla+
k �t (�0:015 < 
k < 0:023,95 % C.L.) [4℄; our allowed range is slightly larger evenin the light of additional data from the distane measure-ments of SNIa and BAO. We note also that even thoughthe allowed range for 
h2 inreases onsiderable withthe inlusion of 
k, the same is not true for the darkenergy equation of state parameter w. In Table III, wesummarise the 1D 95 % onstraints on 
h2 and w fromFigs. 8 and 9Finally, let us we stress that some aution should beapplied whenever the dark matter density is used as aninput to onstrain models suh as the MSSM. Param-eter regions that are exluded in the simplest vanillamodel an easily be allowed in more general models, evenwithout the introdution of more exoti features suh asisourvature modes. If one is to take one single num-ber inferred from osmologial observations as an inputto onstrain partile physis models, then the safest ap-proah is to allow for the possibility that osmology isnot desribed by the vanilla model, but by somethingmore general. From our alulations, we reommend us-ing 0:094 < 
h2 < 0:136 (95 % C.L.), but we autionthat even this may not be the most onservative estimate.IV. DISCUSSIONWe have performed a detailed study of osmologialparameter estimation in the ontext of extended modelsthat enompass a larger model parameter spae than thestandard, at �CDM osmology. Using the 6-parametervanilla model as a basis, we inlude as additional pa-rameters only those that are physially motivated, suhas a nonzero neutrino mass. We onsider a 11-parametermodel and subsets thereof, in ontrast with the vanilla+1approah adopted in most previous analyses whih treatsone extra parameter at a time.In this more general framework, we �nd that in theontext of standard slow-roll ination, onstraints on thedark matter and dark energy parameters an be substan-tially altered. If only CMB and LSS data are used, thelarger parameter spae introdues new, strong parame-ter degeneraies, e.g., between the physial dark matterdensity 
h2 and the dark energy equation of state w.These degeneraies an be broken to a large extent byadding type Ia supernova and baryon aousti osillationdata to the analysis. However, even with this expandeddata set, we �nd that the bound on the physial darkmatter density 
h2 relaxes by more than a fator of twoompared to the vanilla model onstraint.In the same spirit, we have studied how bounds onthe inationary parameters ns, r, and �s are a�etedby the introdution of extra parameters in the analy-



8TABLE III: The 1D marginalised 95 % C.L. allowed ranges for 
h2 and w for various parameter and data sets.Parameter set Data set 
h2 wB WMAP+SDSS 0:092! 0:136 �1:44! �0:76B WMAP+SDSS+SNLS+BAO 0:100! 0:123 �1:12! �0:87C WMAP+SDSS+SNLS+BAO 0:100! 0:123 �1:11! �0:86A WMAP+SDSS+SNLS+BAO 0:094! 0:136 �1:19! �0:88

FIG. 9: Two-dimensional marginalised 68 % and 95 % C.L.ontours for 
h2, 
k, and w, using parameter set A and thefull data set.

sis. We �nd that the simplest ��4 model of ination isstill ompatible with all present data at the 95 % level,in ontrast with other reent analyses [1, 4, 30℄. Thesoure of this apparent disrepany is a strong degener-ay between the tensor-to-salar ratio r and the neutrinofration f� , the latter of whih was �xed at zero in theanalyses of [1, 4, 30℄. Reversing the argument, if ��4is the true model of ination, then it strongly favoursa sum of quasi-degenerate neutrino masses between 0:3and 0:5 eV, a range ompatible with present data fromlaboratory experiments. This represents a lear exampleof how neutrino masses well within laboratory limits anbias onlusions about other, seemingly unrelated osmo-logial parameters.Aknowledgments
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